Upcoming C4I Events

CREAT! | Undergraduate Artist/Writer Micro-Grants | Arts during COVID-19 Pandemic

The Dean's Arts Advisory Council (College of Arts + Letters) invites proposals for creating artworks that respond critically and imaginatively to the ongoing COVID-19 global crisis. The application process for 12 micro-grants of $500 each is open to all undergraduates enrolled at Michigan State University. Applications are due on June 1, 2020 and can be found at http://tiny.cc/createmsu.

Upcoming Non-MSU Events

11th Annual Science of Team Science Conference
June 1-4, 2020
Registration still open at: https://sts.memberclicks.net/2020-scits-conference

Conference Highlights:
- Keynote by Professor Caroline Wagner, The Ohio State University, author of the recent book "The Collaborative Era in Science: Governing the Network"
- Plenary panel discussions and Q&A sessions with leading experts in studying, teaching, and practicing Team Science
- Live interactive workshops and "choose your own adventure" discussion groups every day

Join MSU C4I Staff and Graduate Students at SciTS 2020 during the following times:
- Monday June 1 @ 3:30PM EST: Briana Coleman, Taylor Mills, and Jessica Stokes lead a Choose Your Own Adventure discussion of their TGFP Fellows 2020 project with the Arts Council of Greater Lansing
- Monday June 1 @ 4:20PM EST: Andre Bateman, Emily Greeson, and Kathleen Lowenstein lead a Choose Your Own Adventure discussion of their TGFP Fellows 2020 project with MidMichigan Medical Center - Gratiot
- Tuesday June 2 @ 3:30PM EST: Dr. Marisa Rinkus and Dr. Stephanie E. Vasko join Dr. Steven Crowley (Boise State) and Dr. Graham Hubbs (University of Idaho) for a Choose Your Own Adventure discussion of the Toolbox Dialogue Initiative and integration
- Wednesday June 3 @ 3:30PM EST: Dr. Stephanie E. Vasko presents a Choose Your Own Adventure demo of neural networks for team science and a discussion of team science and responsible innovation
- Thursday June 4 @ 4:20PM EST: Dr. Michael O’Rourke leads a Choose Your Own Adventure introductory experiential activity collector in the journal Palgrave Communications on “Expertise in Integration and Implementation for Transformative Research”

REO Town Reading Series
Dr. Stephanie E. Vasko will be one of the featured readers for the last REO Town Reading Series fireside chat of the spring season. Join her and the rest of the readers on Facebook Live at 7:30 PM EST on May 28, 2020.

https://www.facebook.com/events/561229184795840/